
PARK CITY MUNICIPAL CORPORATION 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION BOARD 
CITY HALL, COUNCIL CHAMBERS 
JULY 20, 2011 
 

AGENDA 
 
 

MEETING CALLED TO ORDER AT 5:00 PM 
WORK SESSION – Discussion items only, no action will be taken 
 Presentation of rendering of High West building, 703 Park Avenue, for Historic 

Preservation Awards 
         Annual Open and Public Meetings Act Training 
ROLL CALL 
ADOPTION OF MINUTES OF JUNE 15, 2011 5
PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS – Items not on regular meeting schedule. 
STAFF/BOARD COMMUNICATION & DISCLOSURES 
 Election of Chair 
 Liaison selection for Design Review Team 
 Liaison selection for Planning Commission 
 City Tour 2011 and Leadership  21
 Informational update of Historic Preservation Approvals 23
ADJOURN 
 
 

 
 
 

Times shown are approximate. Items listed on the Regular Meeting may have been continued from a previous meeting and may 
not have been published on the Legal Notice for this meeting. For further information, please call the Planning Department at (435) 
615-5060. 
 
A majority of Historic Preservation Board members may meet socially after the meeting. If so, the location will be announced by the 
Chair person. City business will not be conducted.  
 
Pursuant to the Americans with Disabilities Act, individuals needing special accommodations during the meeting should notify the 
Park City Planning Department at (435) 615-5060 24 hours prior to the meeting.  
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PARK CITY MUNICPAL CORPORATION 
HISTORIC PRESERVATION BOARD 
MINUTES OF JUNE 15, 2011 
 
BOARD MEMBERS IN ATTENDANCE:  Roger Durst, Ken Martz, David White, David 
McFawn, Sara Werbelow, Judy McKie  
 
EX OFFICIO:  Thomas Eddington, Kayla Sintz, Polly Samuels McLean Patricia Abdullah 
 
 
 
Chair Durst called the work session to order at 5:07 p.m.   
 
Chair Durst announced that terms had expired for him and Ken Martz as Board 
members.  He opened the floor for nominations for a replacement Chair.  Board Member 
McFawn preferred to wait until new Board members were appointed and present.  Chair 
Durst noted that his term would expire July 1st and someone would need to Chair the 
next meeting.  Typically it would be done by the Vice-Chair, however, that would be Ken 
Martz and his term would also expire July 1st. 
 
Assistant City Attorney Polly Samuels McLean advised that the HPB could choose a 
Chair Pro Tem to conduct the next meeting until a vote was taken, at which time the new 
Chair would assume the position.   Board Member Werbelow volunteered to act as Chair 
Pro Tem.             
 
WORK SESSION   
 
Property noticing for reconstructions of historic structures. 
 
Planner Kayla Sintz stated that part of the visioning process and continued discussions 
with the Board and Staff was to devise better public noticing signs for reconstructions to 
better inform the public about the project.  The Staff has been working on putting 
together some mock-ups.  In addition, the Planning Department has been revising the 
regular noticing signs system and proposed to use a standard real estate type sign.  The 
intent is for the noticing signs to remain on the property during the project construction.   
 
Planner Sintz presented a possible garage reconstruction to show the general layout of 
the proposed signs.  It would show the site plan and there would be the ability to place 
photographs across the top showing existing conditions and what is proposed.  Each 
sign would be tailored for individual projects and placed next to the building permit 
posted on site.   
 
 
 
             
Director Eddington referred to the mock-up presented and noted that the bluish-purple 
area would be a permanent aluminum frame.  The center portion is an11 x 17 paper 
insert that could be easily printed specific to each project and enclosed in Plexiglass.   
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Chair Durst asked if the proposed sign was for reconstruction only or if it would be used 
for any project in town.  Director Eddington replied that it would be used for any HDDR 
project.    
 
Planner Sintz pointed out that based on the scale, the signs are primarily for 
pedestrians.    
 
Board Member White liked the more substantial sign.  Board Members McFawn and 
Werbelow concurred.  Board Member McFawn liked how the sign could be changed and 
evolve over time.  Board Member Werbelow remarked that there were infinite variations 
on how the material could be presented, and asked if there would be a template. 
 
Director Eddington asked if the Board thought the sign should be for all HDDR 
applications.   He noted that some applications are more significant than others and felt 
the proposed sign may not be necessary for smaller maintenance projects.  He 
suggested that the sign would be appropriate for reconstruction and new construction.   
 
Planner Sintz noted that the Staff receives the highest volume of public comment when 
historic sites are noticed.  For that reason she recommended the new sign for any 
historic site.  
 
Chair Durst asked if the sign would divulge the name of the builder or the applicant.  
Planner Sintz answered no.  The sign would only provide a physical description of the 
project as a way to inform people when they see a disturbed site or something occurring 
on a historic structure.  If people have questions that were not answered by the sign, 
they could then contact the Planning Department for further information.  The sign would 
only provide a physical description of the project.  
 
City Council Member, Liza Simpson, stated that both the City Council and the Planning 
Commission have expressed an interest in providing better and more stable noticing.  If 
the signs are successful they could be expanded beyond reconstruction or HDDR 
projects. 
 
Chair Durst suggested adding the City logo to the sign.  Board Member White thought 
the sign should be used for any project that goes through the HDDR.  Planner Sintz 
asked about smaller projects such as window replacements or trim painting.   Board 
Member Werbelow thought it would be difficult for the Staff to arbitrarily determine which 
projects would or would not require the sign.  She favored consistency and agreed that it 
should be any project that goes through the HDDR.   
 
Director Eddington stated that reconstructions, panelizations and additions are the 
biggest impact items that generate public input.  He suggested starting with those three 
that physically impact the footprint, scale and mass of the building.  If they later find it 
necessary, they could move into porch renovations, windows, roofs, etc.  Director 
Eddington was concerned about the possibility of having too many signs on one street.     
 
Board Member McFawn pointed out that all three of the major categories mentioned 
require bonds.  He suggested posting the signage for any project requiring a surety 
bond.   
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Assistant City Attorney McLean stated that because the signs were an internal policy, 
she was less concerned with the criteria for posting the sign.  The objective this evening 
was to hear input from the HPB as to whether there should be explicit projects or 
whether the Staff could have the discretion to determine which projects would create 
public interest.  Ms. McLean suggested that the Board discuss whether or not 
construction on vacant lots should be included.   
 
Board Member Werbelow thought new construction should be included.  Chair Durst felt 
they should follow Board Member White’s suggestion to include any HDDR project.  The 
Board concurred. 
 
City Attorney McLean pointed out that a small project such as windows would fall under 
the HDDR criteria.  If they are overly broad in what is posted, people may not pay as 
much attention.  In addition, it would require a significant amount of Staff time.   Director 
Eddington suggested new construction, additions, reconstruction and panelizations, 
since they were the four major project types.   
 
Board Member McFawn clarified that because it is an internal policy the City is not 
required by law to adhere to specifics.  Director Eddington agreed that it was simply a 
goodwill gesture.   
 
Director Eddington summarized that they would post signage on new construction, 
additions, reconstruction and panelizations as a starting point, and assess or adjust as 
they move forward.  
 
Board Member McFawn liked an earlier suggestion for placing an estimated time frame 
for construction on the signage.  Planner Sintz noted that timing was under the control of 
the Building Department and not the Planning Department.  She was not comfortable 
estimating construction time, but they could give the date when the HDDR was 
approved.  She liked the idea of letting people know what to expect in terms of timing, 
but she suggested that they give the matter more thought.  Board Member McKie felt it 
was important to be clear that it was only an estimate and not a concrete date.              
 
                        
REGULAR MEETING  
 
ROLL CALL 
 
Board Member Durst called the Regular Meeting of the HPB to order at 6:20 and noted 
that all Board Members were present except Brian Guyer.  
 
ADOPTION OF MINUTES – May 4, 2011 
 
MOTION:  Board Member McFawn moved to APPROVE the minutes of May 4, 2011.  
Board Member White seconded the motion. 
 
VOTE:  The motion passed unanimously.   
 
PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS 
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There were no comments. 
 
STAFF/BOARD COMMUNICATION & DISCLOSURES   
 
City Council Member Liza Simpson noted that Council Member Dick Peek was on his 
way, but was running late.  Council Member Peek would be the new City Council liaison 
to the HPB. 
 
Council Member Simpson thanked Roger Durst and Ken Martz for their invaluable 
service to the Historic Preservation Board and to the community.  Their insight and hard 
work on all the issues, whether as a member of the Board or as a member of the public, 
were valuable and contributed towards keeping the historic portion of the community 
healthy.  Council Member Simpson expressed her appreciation as both an Old Town 
resident and as a Council member on behalf of the City Council.   
 
Council Member Simpson announced that Roger Durst would assume a new role as the 
“Minister of Delight”.   Mr. Durst has insight specifically to the idea that all architecture 
should bring something to the community and he calls it “delight”.  It is a very important 
component of the community and Director Eddington and others were trying to find the 
best way to harness Mr. Durst’s skills and insight and his support of the HPB . 
 
Council Member Simpson stated that she and Board Member Werbelow had a brief 
conversation about having an HPB member at the Design Review Team.  With two new 
Board members coming on and with Council Member Peek being the new liaison, 
Council Member Simpson suggested that Board Member Werbelow prepare a report to 
the HPB regarding her experience on the DRT.  Council Member Simpson recalled that 
when the idea was first discussed, the intent was to share the knowledge on what the 
DRT does among the HPB members, particularly for those members who were not 
architects and had not personally experienced the process.  After hearing a report from 
Board Member Werbelow, the HPB could discuss whether it would be helpful to give 
another non-architect member the opportunity to participate for three months to 
understand how the process works.   
 
Director Eddington echoed the sentiment that the Staff would miss both Ken Martz and 
Roger Durst.  However, with Mr. Durst carrying on “delight” and Mr. Martz’s role with the 
Historic Society, both would remain a part of the HPB in some capacity.   
 
Director Eddington suggested September for a visioning session.  It was scheduled on 
the agenda for discussion this evening; however, he recommended postponing that 
discussion until the next meeting when the new Board members were in attendance.  
Board Member Martz offered to attend if they wanted him to be there.   
 
Planner Sintz announced that Shauna Stokes, who was with the Building Department for 
fourteen years, had joined the Planning Department.  Ms. Stokes fits in well with the 
Planning Department and the Staff appreciates her hard work and enthusiasm.   
 
Council Member Dick Peek arrived.         
 
Council Member Simpson introduced Dick Peek as the new City Council liaison to the 
HPB.  She would remain as the backup liaison if he is unable to attend.  Council Member 
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Simpson noted that Mr. Peek was a member of the former Historic District Commission 
and he is well versed in Historic District issues.   
 
Council Member Peek stated that his introduction to public involvement began with 
construction of historic homes and he was eventually recruited to the Historic District 
Commission. 
         
REGULAR AGENDA – Discussion, Public Hearing and Possible Action.  
 
1. Historic Preservation Awards Program – Resolution for Adoption                        
 (Application #GI-11-00124) 
 
Chair Durst stated that the Board met several times and eventually selected the High 
West Distillery building as the recipient of the first award.  Since the last meeting the 
subcommittee interviewed and commissioned an illustrator to do a painting of the 
building that would be suitable for hanging.  The intent is to continue with an award each 
year and to create a gallery of historic buildings and preservation in the City.  Chair Durst 
noted that the award presentation would occur on August 18th at a Historical Society 
event.  He noted that several categories were created for the award.     
 
Planner Sintz noted that page 67 of the Staff report lists the themes that were previously 
discussed.  The categories were infill development, new construction, excellence in 
preservation, sustainable preservation, embodiment of historical context, connectivity 
and site, adaptive use.  She noted that the 2011award was selected for adaptive use.  
 
Chair Durst requested a motion to forward a resolution to the City Council for adoption.   
 
Board Member Werbelow could not recall a discussion among the Board that one theme 
would not be repeated within a two year period.  Planner Sintz noted that she had taken 
that comment from the minutes where Chair Durst had suggested mixing up the themes 
to avoid repeating the same one.  The Board could change that if they wished.  It was 
noted that the two-year reference was not stated in the resolution.  Board Member 
Werbelow liked the idea of different themes, but she was not comfortable with being 
bound to a specific time period.  Since the time period was not included in the resolution, 
Board Member Werbelow did not believe it would be an issue.   
 
MOTION:  Board Member Werbelow moved to forward a POSTIVE recommendation to 
the City Council to adopt the Annual Historic Preservation Award Program.  Board 
Member White seconded the motion. 
 
VOTE:  The motion passed unanimously.              
 
Planner Sintz asked about process.  Assistant City Attorney McLean replied that once 
the resolution is adopted the program would be in place and the Historic Preservation 
Board could present the award.  The HPB would have the option of asking the City 
Council to present the award the night the resolution is adopted, they could present it at 
the next HPB meeting, or it could be presented as discussed at the Historical Society 
event in August.   At a minimum, once the program is in place the Staff could help with a 
press release to let people know about the award and the results for this year. 
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Chair Durst noted that in addition to a plaque on the illustration, a plaque would be 
mounted at the recipient’s location.  Chair Durst stated that the subcommittee met with 
the illustrator and he is revising the sketches based on their comments.  The illustrator 
would send Chair Durst a copy that would be distributed to the HPB.  He welcomed 
comments prior to the final illustration.   
 
Chair Durst provided a brief summary of the artist selection process.  The subcommittee 
asked the Park City Arts Board for recommendations.  They were given the names of 
five local artists, but only two applicants responded.  Both presented very good work and 
the subcommittee made their selection.  Chair Durst emphasized that the intent is to 
solicit a different artist each year from four local applicants.   
 
Planner Sintz would inform the Board members when the resolution is scheduled to be 
heard by the City Council. 
 
Board Member Martz asked if the subcommittee had made a decision on the plaque.  He 
noted that plaques are expensive, particularly if they have to be changed each year.  He 
noted that the Historical Society and the City have done plaques in the past and he 
suggested that they look at how the HPB could fit in with their approach.  Chair Durst 
stated that the award would be from the City and given by the Historic Preservation 
Board.  The plaque would not change except for the date.  
 
Board Member Werbelow remarked that timing was an issue and the Board could not 
wait another month to discuss the details for the plaque.  Director Eddington understood 
that there would be a plaque on the actual piece of art and the City would provide the 
frame.  In addition, the recipient would be given a plaque to hang inside their building.  
The Board concurred that the subcommittee could work out the details.  
 
2. 919 Woodside Avenue – Appeal of Staff’s Determination to deny the movement 

of a historic structure.   Application #PL-11-01253) 
 
Chair Durst recused himself from this item and turned the chair over to Vice-Chair Ken 
Martz.  Board Member Werbelow recused herself from this item.  
 
Ken Martz assumed the Chair. 
 
Assistant City Attorney McLean noted that the HPB would lack a quorum of members 
who attended this meeting to approve the minutes at the next meeting.  Craig Elliott, 
representing the applicant, asked if there was a legal reason why the three remaining 
members could not vote on the minutes.  Ms. McLean explained that typically a quorum 
is required to move forward.  If the applicant stipulates that three voting members would 
be acceptable, it should not be a problem.  Ms. McLean remarked that the Board could 
also offer the applicant the option to request a continuation to the next meeting.  Mr. 
Elliott stated that if it was not illegal for three members to confirm the meeting, he was 
comfortable moving forward this evening.          
 
Planner Sintz reported that the Historic Preservation Board was being asked to conduct 
a quasi-judicial hearing on an appeal of Planning Staff’s determination of non-
compliance with the Design Guidelines for Historic Districts and Historic Sites for the 
proposed relocation of the historic structure located at 919 Woodside Avenue.  The 
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Planning Staff determined that the proposed movement of the significant structure does 
not comply with the design guidelines or the Land Management Code. 
 
Planner Sintz noted that the review in the Staff report was limited to the request to move 
the structure and not the proposed addition to the structure.  Planner Sintz reviewed the 
LMC guidelines as provided in the Staff report.   
 
Craig Elliott provided a history of the building.  The applicants have owned the building 
for a long time.  They also own the building behind and members of their family lived in 
the structure for many years.  He provided photos of what the house looked like when it 
was purchased, noting that the additions were already there.  There was very little fabric 
left and the structure was condemned by the Building Department.  Reconstructing was 
not a fair option because there was not enough fabric left in the building structure itself to 
reconstruct.  The decision was made to demolish the structure and reconstruct the 
building as a form of preservation.      
 
Mr. Elliott pointed out that this was not a unique request because other historic buildings 
in Park City have been moved. He presented photos of structures that have been 
moved, including the Miner’s Hospital, a boarding house, a distillery and several historic 
homes.  Mr. Elliott stated that the buildings were moved for different reasons and they 
were all done under different rules and regulations.   
 
Mr. Elliott remarked that unique conditions are something they have to deal with and he 
assumed it was the reason why they were denied the opportunity to move the building 
forward.  One condition is that the vegetation in front of the property is part of the 
existing fabric of the street.  In the original application they talked about the site 
conditions and how the existing trees shelter the building from view.  He presented a 
photo showing the two trees on the side, the depth of the building, where it was on the 
site, and the two buildings next to it.  Mr. Elliott noted that unique is not a definition in the 
Code.  Therefore, he went to the dictionary and found unique defined as “being the only 
one”.    
 
Mr. Elliott presented the Sanborn maps showing the house and where it sits on the 
property in comparison to everything else on the block.  He noted that the adjacent 
houses were always closer to the street and remains that way today.  He connected dots 
to show that the proposed location is still significantly back from the existing natural 
condition of the property.  Mr. Elliott stated that from a planning perspective on this 
property, the situation is unique.  He did not believe that moving the building would take 
away from the character because it is still significantly removed from the existing street 
front. 
 
 Mr. Elliott presented graphics to support his comments regarding unique conditions and 
the proposed movement of the building.   
 
Board Member McFawn noted that the HPB could not consider additions.  He asked if 
Mr. Elliott had a rendering showing the building in its proposed state without additions.  
Planner Sintz stated that page 31 of the Staff report showed the approved 
reconstruction, but without the garage or the basement.  Mr. Elliott did not have the 
requested rendering.   
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Board Member McKie asked if anything was salvaged from the original structure.  Mr. 
Elliott replied that there was nothing to salvage.  She asked if there were photos of the 
interior.  Mr. Elliott stated that he had a number of exterior photos but he was unsure if 
he had interior photos on file.  He pointed out that the building was condemned.  Board 
Member McFawn noted that page 25 of the Staff report contained exterior photos which 
showed the deteriorated condition of the building.  He believed the building was 
condemned with good reason.   
 
Vice-Chair Martz stated that before the structures was torn down, he had visited the 
building with the Planning Department, Ron Ivie and others and it was evident that the 
structure was a safety hazard.   
 
Board Member McKie asked if the HPB could not consider the addition because the 
addition had not been approved.  Planner Sintz explained that the application would 
probably change if the building could not be moved forward.  Board Member McKie 
understood that the HPB would not revisit the application with the addition regardless of 
whether the appeal is approved or denied.  Planner Sintz replied that the HPB would 
only see the addition if it results in an appeal by a neighbor or the applicant.   
 
Mr. Elliott believed they were dealing with facts.  From a planning perspective, the 
pattern and texture of the street is a very unique condition, which is why the Planning 
Director is part of the process.  He pointed out that the process is new to the guidelines 
in terms of this particular aspect of unique conditions.   
 
Mr. Elliott and Board Member White discussed the amount of space on the property and 
the proximity to the adjacent homes.  Board Member White thought the adjacent house 
on the right looked closer that what is allowed by Code.  He clarified that Mr. Elliott’s 
proposal would comply with the front yard setback.  Mr. Elliott replied that the proposed 
setback is 18 feet, which is significantly deeper than the required setback of 10 feet.  
The setback prior to demolition was 24 feet.                   
 
Vice-Chair Martz opened the public hearing. 
 
It was noted that Margaret Hilyard had submitted a letter with her comments.   
 
Cindy Swan, a resident on the south side of the subject property, understood that the 
structure as proposed would be the same as the other houses on the street.  However, if 
the Historic District Guidelines and the LMC have specific requirements, it should follow 
the current guidelines.  Ms. Swan noted that the buildings referenced in the photos were 
actually moved.  The difference is that the building at 919 Woodside was torn down and 
is not actually being moved.  She pointed out that the building was demolished due to 
negligence.  The owner did nothing to that house for many, many years and left it to 
deteriorate.  Ms. Swan questioned the uniqueness of the trees in front because there are 
trees in front of every house in Old Town.  She asked if moving the house would kill the 
fir tree.  Ms. Swan could not understand why the house should be moved. 
 
Ruth Meintsma did not begrudge anyone the right to make things work on their property.  
However, in looking at the streetscape and all the houses lined up, the fact that this 
house was set back makes you question why this house was so unique that it was set 
back from the rest.  Ms. Meintsma believed there was some significance to the original 
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location.   She stated that the guidelines make it difficult to move houses unless it is 
absolutely necessary, because the location itself can be unique and historic. 
 
Vice-Chair Martz closed the public hearing.           
 
Board Member McKie remarked that unique conditions are unique attributes that lend 
something to the historic character of the house.  The location made the house unique 
which is more of a positive than a negative.  Board Member McKie pointed out that the 
Land Management Code talks about the criteria for relocation or reorientation of historic 
buildings and/or structures; however, this application involves a replica because the 
historic structure was torn down.  She understood that reconstruction is a legitimate 
preservation technique, but in her opinion, the replica with the addition is not a historic 
building.  All the historic energy was lost when the original structure was demolished.   
 
Vice-Chair Martz remarked that the historic building was bonded and measurements 
were taken prior to the demolition in order to preserve its historic essence.   
 
Assistant City Attorney McLean noted that LMC Section 15-11-15 talks about 
reconstruction.  The first part of the section addresses when reconstruction is allowed.  
The Code also states, “If an application involving a reconstruction of historic building 
and/or structures on a Landmark site or a Significant site also includes relocation and/or 
reorientation of the reconstructed historic buildings and/or structures on the original site 
or another site, the application must also comply with Section 15-11-13 of this Code”, 
which is the Staff analysis regarding reconstruction.  Ms. McLean pointed out that the 
application goes through the same analysis whether it is a reconstruction or an existing 
structure.   
 
Board Member McKie asked if agreements were made for reconstruction prior to 
demolishing the structure.  Mr. Elliott explained that the applicant went through an 
extensive process to document the building.  Some pieces were completely missing, but 
from historic photos they were able to find other buildings in town that were built by the 
same group, and they measured the dimensions.  When the building was condemned it 
was no longer safe and the owner needed to make a decision.  He asked Mr. Elliott to 
prepare a preservation plan for reconstruction and the building was taken down to avoid 
a safety hazard.  The owner later submitted a Historic Design Review application.  Mr. 
Elliott believed the owner acted in good faith and in the best interest of the public.   
 
Board Member McFawn thought it was helpful when Mr. Elliott pointed out the property 
lines for the buildings and the fact that they were not trying to push the structure all the 
way forward.  While the position of the house is unique to the block, he enjoys the fact 
that some of the houses are askew in Old Town.  However, the position of the house is 
not unique on Woodside because other houses on other blocks of Woodside are set 
back substantially.  Regarding the reconstruction, Board Member McFawn noted that 
this structure was torn down for safety reasons and nothing was salvageable.  It is a 
historic home of nature and that historic piece needs to be preserved. Therefore, 
reconstruction was the only way that could be accomplished.    
 
Board Member McKie understood that other options were given but the applicant chose 
reconstruction.  Director Eddington explained that the structure was condemned by the 
Chief Building Official due to the condition and neglect.  Board Member McKie wanted to 
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know how long the building sat vacant.  Director Eddington was unsure.  Board Member 
McKie asked if the owner who neglected the property is the same owner who wants to 
reconstruct it.  Mr. Elliott assumed that was correct.  A family member had lived in the 
house, but he did not know the history beyond that.    
 
Board Member McFawn questioned whether owner neglect could be a factor in their 
decision.  Assistant City Attorney McLean advised that owner neglect should not be part 
of their decision.  The HPB should focus their discussion on LMC Section 15-11-15 in 
terms of reorientation.  Existing or reconstruction is not part of this appeal process and 
does not fit within the criteria of owner neglect.  
 
Board Member McFawn felt another question was whether they wanted to promote row 
houses in Park City by allowing everyone to reorient houses closer to the street, or if 
they wanted to preserve some of the Old Miner Heritage.   
 
Assistant City Attorney McLean commented on precedent.  She noted that the City has 
the obligation to be consistent; however, if mistakes were made in the past they do not 
need to be repeated.  The HPB should focus their analysis on the criteria and whether 
there were unique conditions that the Planning Director or Chief Building Official should 
have found in order to allow movement of the house.  If they find that there were not 
unique conditions, the HPB should vote to uphold the Staff decision.  If there are unique 
conditions, they should find in favor of the appellant.  The Board should rely on the 
Code.  If the Code no longer works, then it should be changed through the proper 
process.                                   
 
Board Member White felt the unique condition is where the house was located.  Many of 
the examples shown were structures that were moved from one site to another.  In this 
situation where the structure will be reconstructed on its own site, the issue is what 
dimension is appropriate to move.  The applicant has suggested six feet, but that 
dimension could be different on another site.  Board Member White was struggling with 
the word “unique”.  It appeared that the Chief Building Official and the Planning Director 
could not find a unique reason for moving the building.  Not wanting to set a precedent, 
Board Member White questioned why the house would need to be moved.                
 
Mr. Elliott agreed that most of his examples had been moved off the property.  However, 
he had photos of other structures that were relocated on the site.  One in particular was 
High West, which he believed was a good example of moving a building without losing 
its context.   
 
Vice-Chair Martz recalled that the Board previously had a similar discussion.  It is a good 
discussion and the issues should be constantly raised.  He did not believe the Code 
should be changed.  The Planning Staff and others involved make good decisions and 
those decisions are an important part of historic preservation.  Vice-Chair Martz noted 
that the City has a history of 30 or 40 years of remodeling historic homes and they 
should have this discussion with every application.  At the same time, he was pleased to 
see something proposed on this vacant lot because it was an eyesore.  He recalled that 
the same owner intentionally neglected the house.  It was a rental and they did nothing 
with it.  Consequently, the structure was demolished. 
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Vice-Chair Martz believes in the current guidelines and in the process.  Each project is 
unique and should have its own individual review.   He was happy that the owner was 
willing to make the investment to bring back the building.  Vice-Chair Martz felt the 5 foot 
movement as proposed was still within the practicality of what can be done with the 
property.  Another benefit is that the property would be improved.  Vice-Chair Martz was 
in favor of allowing the reconstruction to be moved forward on the site. 
 
Board Member McFawn could not see any conditions that would warrant moving the 
structure.   In his opinion, a unique condition would be something that creates an issue 
for the historic structure. He believed the house could be reconstructed in the same 
location without issue.  He was pleased that the owner was making the investment to 
bring back the building and clean up the vacant lot, but he could not find any condition 
that would support moving the house on the property. 
 
Board Member McKie concurred with Board Member McFawn.  A unique condition 
would create a negative for the structure and provide a reason for moving it.  She 
understood the reason why the applicant wanted to move the building, but that was not 
an issue the HPB could address. Since they could only consider the original structure, 
there was no apparent site condition to allow moving the building.   
 
MOTION:  Board Member McFawn moved to DENY the appellant and to UPHOLD the 
Staff’s finding for denial for relocation of 919 Woodside Avenue, based on the Findings 
of Fact and Conclusions of Law outlined in the Staff report.  Board Member White 
seconded the motion. 
 
VOTE:  The motion passed 3-1.  Board Members Martz, McKie and McFawn voted in 
favor of the motion.  Board Member Martz voted against the motion.  Board Members 
Werbelow and Durst were recused.   
 
Findings of Fact – 919 Woodside Avenue  
 
1. The site is 919 Woodside Avenue.  919 Woodside Avenue is listed as a 

Significant Site on the Park City Historic Sites Inventory. 
 
2. 919 Woodside Avenue has a Financial Guarantee associated with the property, 

recorded as a lien, which requires the historic structure to be reconstructed as 
part of the approved Preservation Plan. 

 
3. The Pre-Application Historic District Design Review was submitted to the 

Planning Department on February 16, 2011.  The Design Review Team (DRT) 
met with the applicant’s representatives on February 23, 2011.  The applicant 
indicated a basement and garage addition were being proposed, as well as a 
rear addition.  The rear addition as proposed would require the historic structure 
to be moved forward on the site.  The DRT directed the applicant to submit 
additional information, per the Historic District Guidelines and Land Management 
Code as to the unique conditions present on site warranting the movement of the 
historic structure. 
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4. On March 17, 2011 the applicant submitted a full Historic District Design Review 

for 919 Woodside, including a memo to the Planning Director and Building 
Official describing unique conditions associated with the property. 

 
5. The applicant supplemented the application request with additional information of 

perspective drawings on April 20 and April 27, 2011. 
 
6. The application proposed to relocate the existing Significant Structure from the 

original historic location.  The application proposes to move the home six (6) feet 
towards Woodside Avenue and keep the orientation to the street as it has 
historically been oriented. 

 
7. LMC Section 15-11-12 requires that an application shall be denied if the Planning 

Department determines that the application does not comply with the Historic 
District Guidelines. 

 
8. The application does not comply with Historic District Design Guideline (HDDG) 

E.1.1 as follows: 
 “Relocation and/or reorientation of historic buildings should be considered only 

after it has been determined by the design review team that the integrity and 
significance of the historic building will not be diminished by such action and the 
application meets one of the criterion listed in the side bar to the left (as follows).  
In the HRL, HR1, HRM and HRC zones, existing historic sites that do not comply 
with building setbacks are considered valid complying structures.  Therefore, 
proposals to relocate and/or reorient homes may be considered only:  

 1. If a portion of the historic building encroaches on an adjacent 
 property and an easement cannot be secured; or 

 2. If relocating the building onto a different site is the only alternative  to 
demolition; or 

 3. If the Planning Director and Chief Building Official determine that  unique 
conditions warrant the relocation or reorientation on the  existing site.” 

 
9. The design review team determined the proposed relocation of the historic 

building six feet toward Woodside Avenue would not affect the integrity and 
historical significance per outlined criteria in the Historic Guidelines. 

 
10. LMC 15-11-13states the criteria for the relocation of historic buildings.  It states, 

“It is the intent of this section to preserve the Historic and architectural resources 
of Park City through limitations on the relocation and/or reorientation of Historic 
Buildings, Structures, and Sites” and lists the same criteria for consideration of 
movement of homes as listed in HDDG E.1.1with one additional criterion which 
states “The Planning Director and the Chief Building Official determine that 
unique conditions warrant the proposed relocation and/or reorientation to a 
different Site.” 

 
11. The Planning Director and Chief Building Official determined that a non-typical 

deep front yard setback not matching the other historic homes in this area was 
not a unique condition.  Reconstruction is an identified method of preservation 
and, therefore, should follow exactly the historic conditions and period of which 
the structure was built, to include location on site.   
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Historic Preservation Board  
Minutes of June 15, 2011 
 

13 

 
12. The Chief Building Official did not determine that unique conditions exist to 

warrant the proposed relocation and/or reorientation on the existing site.  There 
are no unique building code conditions on the site. 

 
13. The Planning Director did not determine that unique conditions exist to warrant 

the proposed relocation and/or reorientation on the existing site. 
 
14. The HPB has determined that no unique conditions exist to warrant the proposed 

relocation on the existing site.  There are no unique planning site conditions or 
building code conditions on the site. 

 
15. The findings within the analysis section are incorporate within. 
 
Conclusions of Law – 919 Woodside Avenue 
 
1. Pursuant to LMC Section 15-11-12 the application must be denied because the 

proposed project does not comply with the Historic District Guidelines or LMC 15-
11-13. 

 
Order: 
 
1. The Design Review application re quest for movement of the historic structure 

is denied. 
 
 
Director Eddington introduced Katherine Matsumoto Gray, who was appointed by the 
City Council as an HPB member starting in July, along with Puggy Holmgren, who was 
also appointed.  He noted that Judy McKie was re-appointed for another term.   
 
Director Eddington reported that Brian Guyer had submitted his resignation from the 
Board since he would be doing a work study program in Austria.  The City Council would 
begin the selection process to appoint someone to fill Mr. Guyer’s seat.        
 
 
 
The meeting adjourned at 6:38 p.m.     
 
 
 
Approved by: ________________________________ 
                      Roger Durst 
  Historic Preservation Board 
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Historic Preservation Approvals since June, 2006

ADDRESS PLANNING 
APPLICATION #

STATUS BUILDING 
PERMIT #

STATUS TYPE DESIGNATION IMPACT DESCRIPTION

64 CHAMBERS AVE PL-11-01262 Approved Historic Landmark Minor Removal of stairs and landscaping, work on rock 
retaining wall

40 DALY AVE PL-11-01262 Pending 
review

Non-Historic N/A Minor Proposed changes to secondary roof form.

71 DALY AVE PL-06-00102 Approved BD-07-12889 Expired Historic Significant Major Demolition of non-historic additions and movement of house 
25'

81 DALY AVE 2004? BD-04-10066 Historic Significant Major Major panelization; panels located on property; additional 
research necessary 

118 DALY AVE PL-06-00213 Approved BD-07-12506 Issued Historic Significant Major Addition to existing historic structure
166 DALY AVE PL-07-00192 Approved BD-07-13137 Issued Historic Landmark Major Restoration of existing historic structure
209/207 DALY AVE PL-10-01044 Approved Non-Historic N/A Minor Shed Maintenance
209/207 DALY AVE PL-10-01007 Approved BD-10-15510 Issued Non-Historic N/A Minor Replacement of window in non-historic structure
220 DALY AVE PL-10-01087 Approved Non-Historic N/A Minor Rebuild existing exterior staircase and landing to entrances of 

220 & 222 Daly Ave
269 DALY AVE PL-10-01003 Pending full 

HDDR
Historic Landmark Minor Clean, repair, or replace fences, concrete flatwork and 

landscaping
313 DALY AVE PL-07-00234 Approved BD-09-15118 Issued Historic Major Reconstruction of historic home w/ addition
412 DEER VALLEY LOOP PL-08-00520 Approved BD-09-14757 Final - CO New 

Construction
N/A Major New Single Family Dwelling

841 EMPIRE AVE PL-11-01283 Pending 
review

Historic Significant Minor Fencing

1003 EMPIRE AVE PL-10-00966 Approved BD-10-15506 Issued Non-Historic N/A Minor Replacement of 2nd story decks at 1003 & 1007 Empire 
Avenue.

1110 EMPIRE AVE PL-07-00015 Approved BD-08-13456 Issued New 
Construction

N/A Major Demo of non-historic home and construction of a duplex

1159 EMPIRE AVE PL-10-01055 Approved Non-Historic N/A Minor Proposed addition of a railing on an existing deck.
1177 EMPIRE AVE PL-09-00643 Approved BD-09-14801 Issued New 

Construction
N/A Major New Single Family Dwelling

1195 EMPIRE AVE PL-08-00538 Approved BD-10-15191 Pending New 
Construction

N/A Major New Single Family Dwelling

136 HEBER AVE PL-09-00757 Approved Non-Historic N/A Minor Awning addition to a non historic building
3000 N HWY 224 PL-09-00793 Approved Historic Landmark Minor ADA access at McPolin Farm Driveway
57 KING RD PL-11-01263 Pending full 

HDDR
Non-Historic N/A Major New SFD on a vacant lot. 

1103 LOWELL AVE PL-11-01248 Pending full 
HDDR

Non-Historic N/A Major Subdivide and create a SFD at the rear portion of the lot.

1310 LOWELL AVE PL-10-01011 Approved BD-10-15777 Issued Historic Significant Minor Silver King Coalition Mine Site - Boarding House PCA-S-98-
PCMR

115 MAIN ST PL-10-00963 Pending full 
HDDR

Historic Significant Minor Replacement of Siding & Windows on a historic structure

129 MAIN ST PL-08-00387 Pending full 
HDDR

Major New Single Family Dwelling

176 MAIN ST PL-10-00893 Pending full 
HDDR

Historic Landmark Discussion of development potential
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Historic Preservation Approvals since June, 2006

ADDRESS PLANNING 
APPLICATION #

STATUS BUILDING 
PERMIT #

STATUS TYPE DESIGNATION IMPACT DESCRIPTION

205 MAIN ST PL-07-00049 Approved New 
Construction

N/A Major Construction of a 7 unit condominium project

221 MAIN ST PL-11-01301 Pending 
review

Historic Landmark Major Renovation of Imperial Hotel. 

260 MAIN ST PL-06-00180 Approved BD-06-12149 Issued New 
Construction

N/A Major Construction of new commercial building

333 MAIN ST PL-09-00637 Approved Non-Historic N/A Major Revision of approval of PL-07-00051
333 MAIN ST PL-07-00051 Approved Non-Historic N/A Major Renovation of Main Street Mall
333 MAIN ST PL-10-01130 Pending 

review
Non-Historic N/A Major Renovation of Main Street Mall

352 MAIN ST PL-10-00948 Pending 
review

Major Retail Shell infill space

361 1/2 MAIN ST PL-11-01247 Approved BD-11-16331 Issued Non-Historic N/A Minor Rebuild the front entry deck and interior remodeling

402 MAIN ST PL-10-00953 Approved Historic Landmark Minor cut out section of wall to preserve "Bansky" graffitti
402 MAIN ST PL-11-01250 Approved N/A Historic Landmark Minor Rearrangement of furniture on store front/porch area

402 MAIN ST PL-11-01251 Approved BD-11-16429 Issued Historic Landmark Minor Review of graffiti on side of building.

412 MAIN ST PL-10-00944 Pending 
review

Historic Significant Minor Review of awning 

434 MAIN ST PL-11-01258 Pending 
review

Historic Landmark Minor Proposed storage area under existing rear deck off of 
Swede Alley

440 MAIN ST PL-11-01267 Approved Historic Landmark Minor Repair of rotted wood on front façade. 

442-444 MAIN ST PL-10-01091 Pending full 
HDDR

Historic Significant Minor Proposed a small storage unit behind the building. The unit 
will be separate from the building.

508 MAIN ST PL-10-00934 Pending full 
HDDR

Historic Landmark Major Proposed rear addition to existig Historic Commercial building

508 MAIN ST PL-10-01065 Approved Historic Landmark Minor 3 modifications proposed to the exterior of the building to 
convert to a restaurant

515 MAIN ST PL-08-00434 Approved BD-09-14937 Final - CO Historic Significant Minor Renovation of a Historic Commercial Building

541 MAIN ST PL-11-01255 Approved BD-11-16336 Issued Historic Landmark Minor Siding repair

550 MAIN ST PL-10-01101 Pending 
review

Historic Landmark Minor Stucco repair of existing Historic Building

562 MAIN ST PL-06-00132 Approved BD-07-12870 Issued Historic Landmark Major Rear addition to a Historic Commercial Building
562 MAIN ST PL-11-01193 Pending full 

HDDR
Historic Landmark Major Proposed 876 square foot addition on the rear of existing 

structure of Landmark Structure
573 MAIN ST PL-07-00019 Approved Historic Landmark Major Renovation and addition to existing Historic Commercial 

Building
573 MAIN ST PL-11-01199 Pending 

review
BD-11-16240 Pending Historic Landmark Minor Improvements to exterior windows and repair of masonry. 

Replaces the earlier approval of PL-07-00019
577 MAIN ST PL-10-00921 Approved BD-10-15489 Issued Non-Historic N/A Minor Addition of second story balcony to a non-historic structure

632 MAIN ST PL-11-01296 Pending full 
HDDR

Non-Historic N/A Minor Remodel of exterior
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Historic Preservation Approvals since June, 2006

ADDRESS PLANNING 
APPLICATION #

STATUS BUILDING 
PERMIT #

STATUS TYPE DESIGNATION IMPACT DESCRIPTION

692 MAIN ST PL-10-00916 Pending 
review

Non-Historic N/A Major Addition to a non-historic commercial building

100 MARSAC AVE PL-08-00504 to PL-
08-00495

Pending 
review

New 
Construction

N/A Major 10 units for Affordable Housing projects

154 MARSAC AVE PL-08-00435 Pending 
review

New 
Construction

N/A Major Two new single family dwellings

320 MARSAC AVE PL-10-00939 Approved BD-10-15729 Issued Non-Historic N/A Minor Railing repair and siding maintenance
338 MARSAC AVE PL-11-01200 Approved BD-11-16064 Issued Historic Significant Minor Replacement of all exterior windows/doors and addition of pre-

existing deck
235 MCHENRY AVE PL-09-00693 Approved BD-10-15548 Issued Non-Historic N/A Major New garage addition to non-historic structure
321 MCHENRY PL-10-01008 Approved BD-10-15864 Issued Non-Historic N/A Major New garage addition to non-historic structure
351 MCHENRY PL-10-01036 Pending 

review
Non-Historic N/A Minor Deck expansion off rear and deck addition over garage of 

existing duplex
201 NORFOLK AVE PL-08-00582 Approved Non-Historic N/A Major Addition to an existing structure 
259 NORFOLK AVE PL-10-01027 Pending 

review
New 
Construction

N/A Major New Single Family Dwelling

811 NORFOLK AVE PL-10-01080 Pending 
review

Historic Landmark Major Possible movement of Landmark Structure. Within appeal 
period of Denial by Staff.

812 NORFOLK AVE PL-10-00992 Approved N/A Non-Historic N/A Minor Fence repair at a non-historic site
817 NORFOLK AVE PL-10-01045 Pending 

review
Historic Landmark Minor Fence at 817 Norfolk along the north side property line

817 NORFOLK AVE PL-10-01081 Pending 
review

New 
Construction

N/A Major New Single Family Dwelling on site of Landmark accessory 
structure (garage) - possible reconstruction proposal, 
pending review 

920 NORFOLK AVE PL-11-01223 Pending full 
HDDR

New 
Construction

N/A Major New Single Family Dwelling on a vacant lot

927 NORFOLK AVE PL-10-01088 Approved BD-10-15873 Pending Non-Historic N/A Minor partial conversion of an existing 2-car garage into a mudroom, 
bedroom and bathroom.

946 NORFOLK AVE PL-11-01275 Pending 
review

Historic Landmark Minor Remodeling porch roof form on a Landmark Site. 

950 NORFOLK AVE PL-10-00949 Approved Non-Historic N/A Minor Maintenance of trim on non-historic structure
1030 NORFOLK AVE PL-07-00092 Approved BD-07-13238 Issued New 

Construction
N/A Major New single family dwelling

1102 NORFOLK AVE PL-08-00353 Approved Historic Landmark Major Rear addition to an existing historic structure
210 ONTARIO AVE PL-10-01073 Pending full 

HDDR
Non-Historic N/A Minor propose to build a 500 sq ft deck on rear of property with 

covered roof.
275 ONTARIO AVE PL-07-00011 Approved BD-07-12851 Issued New 

Construction
N/A Major New single family dwelling

308 ONTARIO AVE PL-08-00346 Approved BD-09-14746 Issued Historic Significant Major Addition to an existing historic structure
317 ONTARIO AVE PL-10-00905 Pending full 

HDDR
Historic Significant Major Addition to an existing historic structure

327  ONTARIO AVE PL-10-01037 Approved Non-historic N/A Minor Addition of solar panels to roof a structure
355 ONTARIO AVE PL-11-01246 Approved Historic Landmark Minor Shoring of existing Landmark structure to address 

drainage issues. 
421 ONTARIO AVE PL-07-00143 Approved BD-07-13012 Issued Non-historic N/A Minor Addition of mudroom at front door of non-historic structure
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Historic Preservation Approvals since June, 2006

ADDRESS PLANNING 
APPLICATION #

STATUS BUILDING 
PERMIT #

STATUS TYPE DESIGNATION IMPACT DESCRIPTION

430 ONTARIO AVE PL-07-00056 Approved BD-10-15541 Final - CO New 
Construction

N/A Minor New single family dwelling

432 ONTARIO AVE PL-07-00057 Approved BD-07-12849 Issued New 
Construction

N/A Minor New single family dwelling

108 PARK AVE PL-08-00389 Approved BD-10-15242 Issued New 
Construction

N/A Minor New single family dwelling

160 PARK AVE PL-10-01075 Approved N/A Non-Historic N/A Minor Landscaping issues
263 PARK AVE PL-11-01243 Pending 

review
Historic Significant Major Proposed underground single car garage

416 PARK AVE PL-10-01016 Approved Historic Landmark Minor Soffit repair and venting work on historic structure
455 PARK AVE PL-10-00971 Approved N/A Historic Landmark minor Repair to fence
505 PARK AVE PL-10-00935 Pending 

review
Non-Historic N/A Major Addition to non-historic structure

520-522 PARK AVE PL-11-01268 Pending full 
HDDR

Non-Historic N/A Major Combination of two vacant lots to build one SFD. 

528/526 PARK AVE PL-09-00745 Approved N/A Historic Landmark Minor Modification of front patio of a historic building
543 PARK AVE PL-10-00993 Approved BD-11-16066 Issued Historic Landmark Minor Addition of pool on a historic site
553 PARK AVE PL-07-00033 Approved BD-10-15905 Issued Historic Landmark Major Remodel and addition of an existing historic structure
575 PARK AVE PL-09-00685 Approved BD-10-15189 Issued Historic Landmark Major Rear addition to an existing historic structure
584 PARK AVE PL-09-00646 Approved New 

Construction
N/A Major New single family dwelling

657  PARK AVE PL-08-00329 Approved BD-10-15451 Pending Historic Significant Major Reconstruction and relocation of historic building
929 PARK AVE PL-09-00842 Approved N/A Historic Significant Preservation Plan for moth balling
929 PARK AVE PL-11-01219 Pending full 

HDDR
Historic Significant Major Renovation and addition to an existing Significant structure

1059 PARK AVE PL-09-00774 Approved Historic Significant Major Addition to existing historic structure - Significant changes 
proposed created new application PL-10-01059

1059 PARK AVE PL-10-01059 Pending 
review

BD-10-15608 Issued Historic Significant Major Addition to existing historic structure. Structure moved whole - 
penalty to owners for removing siding.

1135 PARK AVE PL-06-00100 Approved BD-06-11916 Issued Historic Significant Major Addition/Remodel of existing historic structure
1149 PARK AVE PL-10-01005 Approved N/A Historic Significant Minor Create a parking pad and fence
1328 PARK AVE PL-10-01006 Approved N/A Historic Landmark Minor Fence along front yard
1420 PARK AVE PL-10-00904 Approved Historic Significant Major Remove non-historic garage and build new garage and 

addition to rear and north elevations of existing historic 
structure

1450 PARK AVE No HDDR Significant Major City owned housing - no submittal for HDDR at present
1460 PARK AVE No HDDR Significant Major City owned housing - no submittal for HDDR at present
44 PROSPECT ST PL-10-01048 Pending full 

HDDR
Non-Historic N/A Minor Replacement of shingles and siding on a non-historic 

structure
68 PROSPECT ST PL-08-00507 Approved Historic Landmark Major Reconstruction of historic structure with basement and main 

level addition
147 RIDGE AVE PL-09-00853 Approved Historic Landmark Minor Reconstruction of the wall on the upper part of Ridge Avenue.
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Historic Preservation Approvals since June, 2006

ADDRESS PLANNING 
APPLICATION #

STATUS BUILDING 
PERMIT #

STATUS TYPE DESIGNATION IMPACT DESCRIPTION

158 RIDGE AVE PL-08-00316 Approved BD-09-14905 Pending New 
Construction

N/A Major New single family dwelling

162 RIDGE AVE PL-08-00317 Approved BD-09-14907 Pending New 
Construction

N/A Major New single family dwelling

166 RIDGE AVE PL-08-00315 Approved BD-09-14909 Pending New 
Construction

N/A Major New single family dwelling

525 ROSSIE HILL DR PL-10-01051 Approved PB-10-00348 Issued Non-Historic N/A Minor Addition of solar collectors on roof
16 SAMPSON AVE PL-08-00571 Pending 

review
Historic Significant Major Addition to an existing historic structure

40 SAMPSON AVE PL-10-01015 Pending full 
HDDR

N/A Historic Significant Minor Proposed parking pad

41 SAMPSON AVE PL-06-00222 Approved BD-07-12751 Issued Historic Landmark Major Addition/Remodel of an existing historic structure
60 SAMPSON AVE PL-07-00135 Approved BD-08-13659 Issued Historic Significant Major Addition/Remodel of an existing historic structure
115 SAMPSON AVE PL-10-01069 Pending 

review
N/A Historic Significant Preservation Plan

130 SANDRIDGE AVE PL-08-00297 Approved BD-09-14554 Issued Historic Significant Major Addition/Remodel of an existing historic structure - 
panelization

601 SUNNYSIDE DR PL-08-00293 Approved BD-10-15824 Issued Historic Landmark Major Reconstruction of historic shed/cabin. Applicant chose to 
panelize and retain some historic materials on front façade

601 SUNNYSIDE DR PL-10-01119 Approved Historic Landmark Minor Addition of skylights to historic structure
109 WOODSIDE AVE PL-10-01092 Pending full 

HDDR
Historic Landmark Minor Applicant is proposing improvements on a free standing 

garage - reconstruction proposal - pending review 
119 WOODSIDE AVE PL-06-00171 Approved BD-09-14976 Pending New 

Construction
N/A Major New single family dwelling

123 WOODSIDE AVE PL-06-00172 Approved BD-09-14977 Pending New 
Construction

N/A Major New single family dwelling

208 WOODSIDE AVE PL-11-01303 Pending 
review

Non-Historic N/A Minor Railing replacement on second story. 

239/241 WOODSIDE AVE PL-07-00061 Approved New 
Construction

N/A Major New single family dwelling 

245 WOODSIDE AVE PL-09-00849 Approved BD-10-15565 Issued Non-Historic N/A Minor Repair of stairs
265 WOODSIDE AVE PL-08-00441 Approved New 

Construction
N/A Major New single family dwelling

311 WOODSIDE AVE PL-09-00822 Approved BD-09-15081 Issued Historic Significant Minor Repair to stairs of an existing historic structure
335 WOODSIDE AVE PL-10-00936 Pending 

review
Historic Landmark Major Renovation of an existing historic structure - proposed rear 

addition and new foundation
340 WOODSIDE AVE PL-11-01187 Approved BD-11-16389 Pending Non-Historic N/A Minor Deck extension on a non-historic structure
402 WOODSIDE AVE PL-10-01052 Approved BD-10-15665 Issued Non-Historic N/A Minor Replacement of two exterior doors and material change of 

front door
424 WOODSIDE AVE PL-11-01215 Pending 

review
Historic Significant Major Addition to an existing Significant structure

426 WOODSIDE AVE PL-08-00362 Approved BD-09-14437 Issued New 
Construction

N/A Major New single family dwelling

429 WOODSIDE AVE PL-07-00117 Approved BD-08-14250 Issued Historic Significant Major Reconstruction of an existing historic structure
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STATUS BUILDING 
PERMIT #

STATUS TYPE DESIGNATION IMPACT DESCRIPTION

505 WOODSIDE AVE PL-09-00655 Pending 
review

Historic Significant Major Renovation and addition to an existing historic structure

515 WOODSIDE AVE PL-10-01047 Approved N/A Non-Historic N/A Minor Proposed new fence
543 WOODSIDE AVE PL-11-01284 Pending full 

HDDR
Historic Significant Major Proposed renovation to a Significant site. 

572 WOODSIDE AVE PL-07-00134 Approved Non-Historic N/A Major Remodel of existing non-historic structure
576 WOODSIDE AVE PL-07-00133 Approved Non-Historic N/A Major Remodel of existing non-historic structure

615 WOODSIDE AVE PL-11-01249 Pending 
review

Historic Significant Major Create an off street parking area in the front of an existing 
Significant structure. 

633 WOODSIDE AVE PL-10-01097 Approved Historic Significant Minor Restoration of existing garage
637 WOODSIDE AVE PL-10-01046 Approved BD-11-16195 Pending New 

Construction
N/A Major New single family dwelling

654 WOODSIDE AVE PL-08-00574 Approved BD-09-14541 Issued New 
Construction

N/A Major New single family dwelling

901 WOODSIDE AVE PL-09-00795 Pending full 
HDDR

Historic Landmark Minor Reconstruct rear deck and construct new carport under deck

905 WOODSIDE AVE PL-11-01194 Pending full 
HDDR

Historic Significant Major Addition of a single car garage to a Significant Site

919 WOODSIDE AVE PL-09-00734 Approved N/A Historic Significant Reconstruction of structure noted for demolition by Building 
Official; review by City Council; Preservation Plan completed 

919 WOODSIDE AVE PL-11-01202 Pending full 
HDDR

Historic Significant Major Reconstruction of original historic house w/ two story addition 
at the rear and full basement with one single car garage

951 WOODSIDE AVE PL-07-00040 Approved BD-10-15174 Issued Historic Landmark Major Addition to an existing historic structure
1013 WOODSIDE AVE PL-07-00028 Approved BD-07-12944 Issued Historic Significant Major Restoration and Addition to an existing historic structure
1323 WOODSIDE No HDDR Historic Significant Major Reconstruction of single family dwelling 
1110 WOODSIDE AVE PL-08-00418 Approved BD-10-15865 Pending Historic Landmark Major Addition to existing historic structure
1144 WOODSIDE AVE PL-10-01004 Pending 

review
New 
Construction

N/A Major New single family dwelling

Applications submitted under previous Historic District Design Guidelines.
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